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In the ever-evolving landscape of information and communication, text mining plays a pivotal role in extracting

valuable insights fromvast textual data. While sentiment analysis has garnered substantial attention, this research

delves into the broader spectrumof textmining, aiming to uncover emerging trends, challenges, and contemporary

approaches that extend beyond traditional sentiment analysis. The study begins by scrutinizing the background

of sentiment analysis in capturing the nuanced landscape of language, prompting an exploration into the types

and classiications and compiling the available work of sentiment analysis based on text from the lexical approach

to the deep learning approach. Researchers and practitioners grapple with multifaceted challenges that involve

navigating the complexities of context, sarcasm, and ambiguity. This underscores the necessity for more advanced

methodologies to effectively address the evolving intricacies of language. By synthesizing insights from the anal-

ysis of current trends and challenges, this research contributes to the ongoing dialogue in text mining, offering

a comprehensive perspective beyond sentiment analysis. The indings of this study are anticipated to inform re-

searchers, practitioners, and industry professionals in navigating the intricate landscape of text mining, fostering

innovation and responsible deployment in an increasingly data-driven society.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sentiment analysis, a popular topic among social media is

widely expanding as the big data is growing. Sentiment

analysis, also referred to as opinion mining, is a Natural

Language Processing (NLP) technique focused on discern-

ing the emotional tone or sentiment conveyed within a

given text. Sentiment analysis categorizes text into binary

classes such as positive or negative, however, categorizing

itself into multi-classes is more challenging as multiclass

refers to classiications of emotions which can vary a lot

[1]. Sentiment analysis has made signiicant progress since

its inception as a natural language processing task nearly

two decades ago [2]. The application of sentiment analy-

sis comes to understanding public sentiment and opinion

as it is increasingly vital for decision-makers. Public and

customer sentiments serve as expressions of their opinions,

encompassing both positive and negative emotions. Posi-

tive feelings like happiness, surprise, and love contrast with

negative emotions such as sadness, anger, and disgust. Cat-

egorizing text emotions enhances sentiment analysis accu-

racy, contributing to a more reined opinion summary [1].

Sentiment analysis term was irst found in [3] and opinion

mining term was irst found in [4].

In the current age of advanced technology, communica-

tion extends beyond verbal interactions. The contempo-

rary generation leverages technology and social media to

express feelings and ideas. Platforms like social media and

the internet serve as outlets for diverse opinions and emo-
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tions, ranging from individual perspectives on speciic top-

ics to daily relections. Given the global connectivity facili-

tated by the internet, the plethora of emotional expressions

present online can be utilized for psychological and behav-

ioral analysis, as well as for assessing public sentiment to-

wards a product or topic [5]. Text-based emotion detection

holds promise for various domains, including marketing,

social behavioral analysis, public sentiment analysis, adver-

tising, and human-computer interaction [6].

Text mining or text analytics is the process of extracting

valuable insights, patterns, and information from large vol-

umes of textual data. With the evolution in trends of text

sentiment analysis, the challenges in data and its feature

extraction are also increasing in complexity in the domain

of NLP and deep neural architecture [1]. [7] describes sen-

timent analysis as “mini-NLP” because it was found dis-

cussing most of the contents of NLP. The new task now is

to identify emotions from text which can be in different lan-

guages, grammar structures, and classiications [8, 9]. Be-

yond merely discerning the polarity of opinions, emotions

can contribute to the overall weight of sentiment polarity,

working in tandem to unveil the genuine interest of an in-

dividual or group [2]. However, sentiment analysis has now

shifted from unimodality to multimodality with new data

streams available such as images, audio, and video streams

[2]. However, this research aims to provide a comprehen-

sive review of compiling the trends available for text-based

sentiment analysis.

II. BACKGROUND

Sentiment analysis is a process of using technology to deter-

mine the emotional tone or attitude expressed in a piece of

text. It involves analyzing the words and context to under-

standwhether the overall sentiment is positive, negative, or

neutral [10]. Achieving this is frequently facilitated by em-

ploying algorithms and natural language processing tech-

niques to extract meaning from written language, encom-

passing sources like social media posts, reviews, and other

textual content. Sentiment analysis indswidespread appli-

cation in areas such as social media monitoring, analysis of

customer feedback, and market research.

Approaches of Sentiment Analysis

Unimodal sentiment analysis and multimodal sentiment

analysis refer to different approaches in sentiment analysis

based on the type of data or modalities used for analysis.

1) Unimodal Sentiment Analysis : Unimodal sentiment

analysis involves analyzing sentiments using data from a

singlemodality or source. This could be text-only data, such

as reviews, comments, or social media posts [2].

2) Example : Analyzing the sentiment of customer re-

views for a product based solely on the text content of those

reviews.

Multimodal Sentiment Analysis : Multimodal sentiment

analysis, on the other hand, involves analyzing sentiments

using data frommultiple modalities or sources. This can in-

clude a combination of text, images, audio, and video data

[2, 11].

3) Example : Analyzing the sentiment of a video review

that includes both spoken words and facial expressions.

The analysis may consider the spoken words, facial expres-

sions, and possibly the background music to determine the

overall sentiment.

A. Data Types in Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis can use various data types to analyze

and determine the sentiment expressed in different forms

of content. The most common data types include:

1) Text Data : Sentiment analysis is frequently applied to

text data, such as reviews, social media posts, comments,

and textual feedback [10].

2) Example : Analyzing product reviews on an e-

commerce website to determine if customers express posi-

tive, negative, or neutral sentiments.

3) Image Data : Computer vision techniques can be em-

ployed to analyze sentiments in images, including facial ex-

pressions and visual cues.

4) Example : Assessing the emotional expressions of indi-

viduals in photos to understand the sentiment conveyed.

5) Audio Data : Sentiment analysis can be applied to an-

alyze sentiments expressed through spoken words, voice

tone, and other audio characteristics.

6) Example : Analyzing customer service calls to deter-

mine the sentiment of the callers based on their voice tone

and language.

7) Video Data : Combining both visual and audio ele-

ments, sentiment analysis on video data can provide amore

comprehensive understanding of sentiments.

8) Example : Analyzing sentiment in video reviews, con-

sidering both facial expressions and spoken words.

9) Social Media Data : Sentiment analysis is widely used

on social media platforms to understand public opinion ex-

pressed through text, images, and videos.

10) Example : Analyzing Twitter posts to gauge the senti-

ment of users regarding a speciic topic or event. In addition

to it, another famous dataset of IMDb movie reviews is also

widely used and analyzed in the recent years, as shown in

igure 1.
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11) Survey and Feedback Forms : Sentiment analysis can

be applied to responses in surveys, feedback forms, and

questionnaires to understand the sentiments of partici-

pants.

12) Example : Analyzing open-ended survey responses to

determine the overall sentiment of participants toward a

product or service.

13) Sensor Data : In certain applications, sentiment anal-

ysis can be applied to data collected from sensors, such as

sentiment in environmental monitoring or user sentiment

in smart devices.

14) Example : Analyzing user sentiments expressed

through interactions with a smart home system.

15) Chat and Conversational Data : Sentiment analysis

can be used to understand the sentiment expressed in chat

messages, emails, or other forms of digital conversations.

16) Example : Analyzing the sentiment of customer sup-

port chat interactions to assess customer satisfaction.

By leveraging these diverse data types, sentiment analysis

can provide insights into the sentiments expressed across a

wide range of contexts and modalities. The choice of data

type depends on the speciic application and the nature of

the content being analyzed [12].

Fig. 1. IMDb movie reviews sentiment analysis [13]

B. Types of Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis can be categorized into several types

based on the scope and nature of the analysis. Here are

some common types [10].

1) Document-Level SentimentAnalysis : Analyzing the sen-

timent of an entire document, such as an article, review, or

blog post.

2) Use Case : Understanding the overall sentiment ex-

pressed in a piece of text.

3) Sentence-level sentiment analysis : Analyzing the senti-

ment of individual sentences within a document or text.

4) Use Case : Identifying the sentiment variations within

a document.

5) Aspect-based sentiment analysis : Analyzing the senti-

ment of speciic aspects or components within a piece of

text.

6) Use Case : Understanding sentiments about different

features or aspects mentioned in a product review.

7) Entity-level sentiment analysis : Focusing on the senti-

ment expressed towards speciic entities, such as people,

products, or companies.

8) Use case : Determining public sentiment about a par-

ticular brand or individual.

C. Multilingual sentiment analysis

Analyzing sentiment in text written in multiple languages.

1) Use case : Handling data from diverse linguistic

sources.

2) Real-time sentiment analysis : Analyzing sentiments in

real-time as data is generated.

3) Use case : Monitoring social media or news feeds for

immediate reactions.

4) Fine-grained sentiment analysis : Providing more nu-

anced sentiment labels beyond just positive, negative, or

neutral. For example, distinguishing between different lev-

els of positivity or negativity.

5) Use case : Offering a more detailed understanding of

sentiments expressed.

6) Emotion detection : Identifying speciic emotions ex-

pressed in text, such as joy, anger, sadness, etc. In recent

years, a trending interest has shown the work of sentiment

analysis with emotion detection, as shown in Figure 1 from

the website lens.org. this reveals that there is an consid-

erable interest in the application of sentiment analysis in

combination with emotion detection.

7) Use case : Understanding the emotional tone behind

user comments or reviews.

8) Cross-domain sentiment analysis : Applying sentiment

analysismodels trained in one domain to analyze sentiment
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in a different domain. Use Case: Using sentiment models

trained on product reviews to analyze sentiments in movie

reviews. These types of sentiment analysis cater to various

needs and scenarios, allowing businesses and researchers

to gain insights into public opinion and attitudes in differ-

ent contexts.

Fig. 2. Number of scholarly works by their publication in Sentiment Analysis and Emotion

Detection [14]

D. Text Sentiment Analysis

Text Sentiment Analysis, a Natural Language Processing

(NLP) technique, revolves around the identiication and ex-

traction of the sentiment or emotional tone embedded in a

given text. Its primary objective is to ascertain whether the

text conveys a sentiment that is positive, negative, or neu-

tral. This analytical approach is widely employed in vari-

ous applications to assess public opinion, analyze customer

feedback, or discern the sentiment conveyed in textual con-

tent [13]. Here's a breakdown of key points related to Text

Sentiment Analysis:

1) Sentiment categories : Positive Sentiment: Expresses

favorable or positive opinions, emotions, or attitudes.

2) Negative sentiment : Conveys unfavorable or negative

opinions, emotions, or attitudes.

3) Neutral sentiment : Indicates a lack of strong positive

or negative emotions.

E. Methods and Techniques

1) Natural Language Processing (NLP) : Entails the uti-

lization of algorithms and linguistic models to scrutinize

and comprehend human language [14].

Machine Learning: Text sentiment analysis often employs

machine learningmodels trained on labeled datasets to pre-

dict sentiment in unseen text.

F. Common Applications

1) Product reviews : Analyzing sentiments expressed in

reviews to understand customer satisfaction.

2) Social media monitoring : Gauging public opinion on

platforms like Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram.

3) Customer feedback analysis : Assessing sentiments in

surveys, comments, and feedback forms.

4) Brand Monitoring : Evaluating sentiments associated

with a brand in online discussions.

G. Challenges

1) Ambiguity : Some expressions may be context-

dependent and challenging to interpret accurately.

2) Sarcasm and Irony : Textual nuances like sarcasm or

irony can be dificult for models to identify.

3) Context understanding : Models may struggle with un-

derstanding the overall context inwhich certain sentiments

are expressed.

H. Techniques for Text Sentiment Analysis

1) Rule-based approaches : Applying pre-established

rules and patterns to detect sentiment.

2) Machine learning models : Training models on labeled

datasets to acquire patterns and make predictions.

3) Deep learning models : Using deep neural networks for

more complex sentiment analysis tasks.

A more detailed understanding of techniques of text senti-
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ment analysis is given in the igure 3.

I. Output

1) Sentiment scores : Quantitative measures indicating

the intensity of positive or negative sentiment.

2) Sentiment labels : Categorizing text as positive, nega-

tive, or neutral [13].

Text Sentiment Analysis plays a pivotal role in assisting

businesses in comprehending customer sentiment, over-

seeing brand reputation, andmaking informed, data-driven

decisions grounded in public opinion. This tool is highly

valuable in the realm of natural language processing and

inds application across diverse industries.

Fig. 2. Detailed techniques for sentiment analysis [15]

J. Classiication of Text Sentiment Analysis

Text Sentiment analysis text is subdivided into three lev-

els: document-level sentiment analysis, sentence-level sen-

timent analysis, and aspect-level sentiment classiication.

K. Document-Level Sentiment Analysis

Document-level sentiment analysis involves treating the en-

tire document as the focus of information, which focuses on

a speciic theme or topic and categorizes it into either pos-

itive or negative polarity. Pioneered by [15], on the dataset

of IMDB movie reviews, it applied maximum entropy clas-

siier, SVM, and Naive Bayes on the approaches of machine

learning. Their experiments onnumerous feature engineer-

ing revealed that the SVM classiier having the features of

unigram achieved 82.9% of the highest accuracy. They sug-

gested that accuracy could be further improved by incorpo-

rating coherence resolution, discourse analysis, and focus

detection.

In a similar [2] conducted a classiication on opinion po-

larity on a news dataset of Bengal with the application of

SVM classiier, employed on the subjective portion of sen-

tences. Extending beyond the classiiers of machine learn-

ing, lexicon entities and linguistic syntactic features were

integrated to create a hybrid model. This system recog-

nized the sentiment polarity (positive or negative) of opin-

ionated phrases, achieving a precision of 70.04% and a re-

call of 63.02%.

[16] explored a framework for Manipuri language on

document-level sentiment analysis, leveraging data ex-

tracted from letters to the editor published in local news-

papers. The pre-processing of text involved part-of-speech

tagging (POS), and verb identiication was performed using

a conditional random ield (CRF) andmodiied verb lexicon.

The modiied verb lexicon was successful in predicting the

sentiments in positive, negative, or neutral polarity, yielding

a precision of 78.1%, a recall of 72.1%, and an F-measure of

75%.

Meanwhile, [17] introduced a sentiment analysis frame-

work for Assamese news documents employing lexical fea-

tures and machine learning algorithms. News data were

manually collected from the local newspapers of Assamese.

Random forest classiier, combined with verb lexical fea-

tures, adverb, and adjective, achieved a highest accuracy of

67% among other classiiers. However, limitations of their

model were identiied, including an insuficient set of fea-

ture set and functional words ambiguity.

L. Multilingual Sentiment Analysis

Numerous approaches have been devised for sentiment

analysis across diverse languages. A primary challenge in

this ield is the signiicant shortage of resources [18]. To

tackle this issue, researchers frequently transfer knowledge
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from languages with ample resources to those with lim-

ited resources. Another approach for translating texts into

English uses the machine translation systems [19]. How-

ever, there are other issues with translation systems, such

asnoise and sparseness in thedata, andmaynot always cap-

ture essential parts of a text, leading to potential issues.

[20] investigated a lexicon and corpus-based approach for

identifying subjectivity in multiple languages. They uti-

lized [21] for English term lemmatization, translating it

into Romanian terms. Applying a Naive Bayes classiier

to the Romanian training dataset resulted in an F-score of

67.85. [22] introduced a framework for predicting a text

polarity in a multilingual context, utilizing the [23] lexical

resource. They utilized standard translation software to

translate documents into various languages and then com-

pared a statistical polarity classiier with an n-gram-based

method for multilingual polarity detection. This evalua-

tionwas conducted onGermanmovie reviews sourced from

Amazon.

Themultilingual nature of socialmedia data implies that re-

lying on a single oficial language for analysis may not ade-

quately capture the overall sentiment expressed in online

content [24]. To address this, the concept of multilingual

sentiment analysis becomes crucial. Typical techniques in-

volve automatically translating the target language into En-

glish and then applying methods and resources available

in English. Alternatively, the use of parallel corpora is an-

other approach. [25] developed a sentiment analysis sys-

tem for tweets in English, which they then translated into

four other languages using a machine translation system.

Combining training datasets from languages with similar

structures was observed to improve results compared to

using individual languages in isolation. [26] concentrated

onmultilingual sentiment analysiswithout resorting toma-

chine translation, instead, they analyzed emotion tokens or

leveraged SentiLexicon.

[27] proposed a generative cross-lingual mixture model

(CLMM) to leverage unlabeled bilingual parallel data. Ex-

perimental results indicated that multilingual sentiment

analysis using a parallel corpus instead of machine trans-

lation can improve classiication accuracy. [28] intro-

duced an instance-level transfer learning scheme for cross-

lingual sentiment analysis, translating important markup

languages into the target language for additional training

data.

[29] conducted a comprehensive study onmultilingual sen-

timent analysis, reviewing various approaches and tools,

identifying challenges, and offering recommendations, par-

ticularly for dealingwith resource-poor languages. [24] dis-

cussed existing approaches formultilingual sentiment anal-

ysis, comparing them on the same datasets. [30] evalu-

ated sentence-level sentiment polarity classiication meth-

ods proposed for English and other speciic languages. [31]

reported a survey on multilingual sentiment analysis, en-

compassing different languages, resources, lexicons, cor-

pora ontologies, and datasets in the Portuguese context.

M. Sentence-Level Sentiment Analysis

This conines the analysis of individual sentences. In their

work, [32] introduced a lexical approach for mining and

summarizing product reviews. They focused on creating

feature-based summaries by irst extracting the reviewed

product features. Subsequently, they identiied positive and

negative opinion sentences and summarized the outcomes.

Despite achieving promising results, the model exhibited

limitations in handling pronoun resolution.

[33] opted for a machine learning approach employing uni-

gram features for binary sentiment analysis onTwitter data.

They calculated polarity and subjectivity using SentiWord-

Net,W-WSD, and TextBlob libraries. TheNaive Bayes classi-

ier, coupled with unigram features, attained highest accu-

racy of 79% in binary classiication. Additionally, they also

had Urdu Tweets into English translation for classiication,

with the help of SVM classiier inding N-gram features and

was proved to be the most helpful model.

[34] proposed a Weakly-Supervised Deep Embedding

(WDE) sentiment analysis framework on a review rating

dataset. They employed a convolutional neural network to

developWDE-CNN and LSTM to createWDE-LSTM, extract-

ing feature vectors from sentences in rating reviews. As-

sessing the system on an Amazon dataset covering three

domains, namely, cell phones, digital cameras, and laptops

—they obtained an accuracy of 87.9% for WDE-LSTM and

87.7% for WDE-CNN. The results of experiments revealed

themodels of deep learning, particularly when dealingwith

information-rich inputs, outperformed baseline models in

achieving high accuracy.

1) Aspect-level sentiment analysis : Aspect-level senti-

ment analysis, also referred to as feature-based or entity-

based sentiment analysis, involves the identiication of as-

pects or features in a sentence and their categorization as

negative or positive. Aspects can be either stated directly

(explicit) or implied within the text (implicit), with direct

aspects are easily found in the sentence, while indirect as-

pects are deduced from expressions of sentiment. The pro-

cess of aspect-based sentiment analysis encompasses the

identiication, extraction, and grouping of aspects, aspects

summarization, and sentiment classiication [31].
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[35] proposed a framework for implicit aspect extraction

and polarity detection on a dataset of Chinese reviews

with the help of explicit topic model. They extended the

widely used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model-

ing method to develop an explicit topic model. Prior to em-

ploying the topic modeling, the topics were assigned with

the explicit aspects to various topics using LDA. Extraction

was carried out for the explicit features through POS tag-

ging, word segmentation, and feature clustering. Feature

grouping based on the same domain features was carried

out on phrases and words, and the chosen word clusters

served as the attributes of training for classiiers, employ-

ing a support vectormachine (SVM) classiier. Combination

of SVM classiier and topic model algorithm achieved an F-

measure of 77.78% for explicit and implicit classiication

features.

[36]loped a framework of an aspect-level sentiment detec-

tion called Sent_Comp, utilizing the techniques for sentence

compression. The syntactic and extractive compression

methods were applied to remove unnecessary sentiment

information from the sentences. For the purpose of com-

pressing automatic sentence information, they employed a

model for discriminative conditional random ield. While

Sent_Comp being domain-independent, loss of information

through the compression technique remains a signiicant

challenge. The research identiied a robust correlation be-

tween polarity and aspect words in aspect sentiment detec-

tion, ultimately inluencing overall eficiency.

[37] introduced a framework for multitask learning for as-

pect term classiication and identiication within a uniied

model. A Bi-LSTM network was utilized, supported by a

self-attention method, for aspect sentiment classiication.

The method involved identifying aspect terms using BiL-

STM and self-attention, followed by sentiment prediction

using a CNN framework. A frequent limitation noted in this

researchwas the failure to prune aspects, leading to inaccu-

racies in aspect identiication. [38] employedattentionwith

LSTM mechanisms for aspect sentiment analysis, focusing

on various aspects of the sentence. The attention mecha-

nism focused on different segments of a sentencewhen var-

ious aspects were taken into account as input. Additionally,

themodel was trained in an end-to-endmanner using back-

propagation, incorporating the cross-entropy loss function.

N. Text Mining

Text mining, also recognized as text analytics, is a tech-

nique for extracting meaningful information and insights

from large volumes of unstructured text data. Unorganized

or unstructured text data refers to information that is not

well deined and structured in a predeined manner, such

as articles, emails, social media posts, reviews, and other

forms of written content. The objective of text mining is

to convert unstructured data into a structured format, fa-

cilitating analysis to reveal patterns, trends, and valuable

knowledge. Here are key aspects of text mining [39]:

1) Text data processing : Text Extraction: Collecting and

gathering text data from various sources.

2) Tokenization : Segmenting the text into individual

units, such as words or phrases, commonly referred to as

tokens.

3) Stemming and lemmatizations : Reducing words to

their base or root form to simplify analysis.

4) Information Retrieval : Document Retrieval: Recogniz-

ing pertinent documents based on speciic criteria.

5) Keyword extraction : Identifying and extracting impor-

tant keywords or phrases from the text.

O. Text Analysis Techniques

1) Text classiications Categorizing documents or texts

into predeined categories or topics.

2) Named Entity Recognition (NER) : Recognizing and cat-

egorizing entities, including names of individuals, organiza-

tions, locations, and more.

3) Sentiment analysis : Determining the emotional tone or

sentiment expressed in the text.

4) Topic modeling : Discovering topics or themes present

in a collection of documents.

5) Clustering : Grouping similar documents or texts based

on their content.

Applications of Text Mining

6) Customer feedback analysis : Analyzing customer re-

views, feedback, and comments to understand sentiment

and preferences.

7) Market research : Extracting insights from textual data

to identify market trends and consumer behavior.

8) Healthcare and biomedical research : Analyzing scien-

tiic literature for research trends and insights.

9) Social media monitoring : Tracking and analyzing con-

versations on social media platforms.

10) Legal and compliance : Analyzing legal documents for

information extraction and compliance purposes.

P. Tools and technologies

1) Natural Language Processing (NLP) : Utilizing NLP

techniques to understand and process human language.

2) Machine learning : Training models to recognize pat-

terns and make predictions based on textual data.
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3) Text mining software : Using specialized software and

tools designed for text mining tasks.

Textmining is an interdisciplinary ield that integrates tech-

niques from linguistics, computer science, and statistics to

convert unstructured text data into actionable insights. It is

widely used in various industries to unlock the value hidden

in large volumes of textual information.

Q. How is Text Mining Related to Sentiment Analysis?

Text mining and sentiment analysis are closely related,

with sentiment analysis being a speciic application or task

within the broader ield of textmining [40]. Here's how they

are connected:

1) Text Mining as a broad ield : Text mining encompasses

the entire process of extracting valuable information, pat-

terns, and knowledge from unstructured text data.

2) Tasks : Text mining encompasses a range of tasks, in-

cluding document retrieval, keyword extraction, text classi-

ication, named entity recognition, and sentiment analysis.

R. Sentiment Analysis as a Text Mining Task

Sentiment analysis is a distinct task within text mining that

primarily focuses on determining the sentiment or emo-

tional tone present in a text.

1) Objective : The principal objective of sentiment analy-

sis is to categorize sentiment as positive, negative, or neu-

tral, thereby offering insights into opinions and attitudes.

S. Role of Sentiment Analysis as a Text Mining Task

1) Insight extraction : Sentiment analysis is employed to

extract insights related to the emotional tone or opinions

expressed in textual data.

2) Decision support : Businesses use sentiment analy-

sis results to make informed decisions, such as improving

products based on customer feedback or managing brand

reputation.

T. Integration of Sentiment Analysis Techniques

Text Classiication: Sentiment analysis frequently entails

the classiication of text into sentiment categories (posi-

tive, negative, neutral), constituting a text classiication task

within the broader domain of text mining.

1) Feature extraction : Sentiment analysis utilizes fea-

tures like words or phrases indicative of sentiment, a tech-

nique commonly used in various text mining tasks.

U. Applications of Sentiment Analysis in Text Mining

CustomerFeedbackAnalysis: Understanding customer sen-

timents from reviews, comments, and feedback forms using

sentiment analysis.

1) Social media monitoring : Analyzing sentiments ex-

pressed on social media platforms to gauge public opinion.

2) Market research : Extracting sentiment-related in-

sights to understand consumer preferences and market

trends.

In summary, sentiment analysis is a speciic application

within the broader context of textmining. While textmining

involves a variety of tasks aimed at extracting valuable in-

formation from unstructured text data, sentiment analysis

speciically focuses on uncovering the sentiments or opin-

ions expressed in the text [41]. Sentiment analysis is a pow-

erful tool within the realm of text mining, providing busi-

nesses and researchers with valuable insights into public

sentiment and attitudes.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

[1] has reviewed a detailed analysis of the recent shift from

sentiment analysis using text to emotion detection, outlin-

ing the challenges in these works. They summarized key

works from the last ive years, examining the methods em-

ployed and exploring prevalent models of emotion classes.

The evolution of text-based emotion detection has transi-

tioned from initial keyword-based approaches to the appli-

cation of sophisticated machine learning and deep learning

algorithms. This transition has not only enhanced perfor-

mance but also introduced greater task lexibility.

[2] has provided a comprehensive sentiment analysis from

unimodality to multimodality, presenting new opportuni-

ties for enhanced sentiment detection beyond text-based

analysis. Multimodal sentiment analysis, incorporating au-

dio and video channels, broadens the scope and improves

accuracy. Researchers are exploring diverse approaches,

including the use of complex deep neural architectures, to

enhance sentiment analysis system performance. Notably,

transformer-based models have recently achieved signii-

cant success. The paper has conducted detailed research

covering various sentiment analysis approaches, applica-

tions, and challenges ultimately emphasizing its tremen-

dous potential. The survey's primary motivation is to un-

derscore the shifting trends from unimodality to multi-

modality in addressing the tasks of sentiment analysis.

A Multi-Tier Social Media Sentiment Analysis was con-

ducted by [42] in which he discussed a iner-grained clas-

siication of sentiment analysis which offers more nuanced

insights into sentiments, though it poses greater challenges

compared to binary classiication. Conversely, multi-class

classiication leads to a notable decline in performance. The

study investigates pre-processing methods and machine
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learning models employed for achieving multi-class senti-

ment classiication, introducing a multi-layer classiication

model to enhance overall performance. Using a movie re-

views dataset for implementation, which shares similarities

with social media text, they employed supervised machine

learning models such as SVM, Decision Tree, and Naive

Bayes for sentiment classiication. A comparison between

single-layer and multi-tier models revealed slight improve-

ments in the performance of the latter. Additionally, these

multi-tier models exhibited improved recall, enabling the

introduced model to grasp more contextual information.

Another study in which the dataset was taken from social

media memes. Researched by [11] meme serves as a visual

representation conveying a concept, gaining prominence in

today's era of rapidly expanding socialmedia platforms. For

the areas of emotion and meme analysis, the detection of

offensive content is a crucial yet challenging task due to

the multimodal nature of meme content. The paper intro-

duced a descriptive and balanced dataset to aid in offensive

meme detection. Combining two models of deep semantic,

hateXplain-BERT and baseline BERT, with numerous other

deepResnet architectures, gauging the intensity of offensive

memes using the Meme-Merge collection. The outcomes

demonstrated the effectiveness of model in categorizing of-

fensivememes, attaining F1 scores of 0.7315 and 0.7140 for

both Meme-Merge and baseline datasets.

[43] Discussed howmental health is impacted by social me-

dia through studying emotional sentiment analysis. The

dataset was obtained from user posts through the Twitter

API, and the Natural Language Understanding API tool was

applied to extract and categorize emotions into ive fun-

damental emotional categories: Sadness, Joy, Anger, Dis-

gust, and Fear. Consequently, a method was proposed to il-

ter emotionally detrimental social media content for users.

Subsequently, an ideal emotion array based on a compre-

hensive list of about 450 English language words was de-

ined. The primary objective of this extensive research ar-

ticle was to scrutinize the proposed solution aimed at en-

hancing the emotional quality of content presented to users.

[8] proposed a study “Sentiment Analysis is a Big Suitcase”.

Her study acts as a collective container for our assorted

ideas on the way in which our minds express emotions

and opinions using natural language. To address the multi-

faceted nature of this problem, the study proposed a three-

layer structure with the inspiration from the 'jumping NLP

curves' paradigm. They assert that, at the very least, 15NLP

problems must be addressed to achieve sentiment analysis

performance akin to human capabilities.

Based on the ever-increasing scale of data on social media

applications such as Facebook and Twitter. [44] studied

text classiication and created a hybrid model of this data

to analyze insights into students' educational experiences,

including their concerns, opinions, emotions, and feelings

for the process of learning. Through qualitative analysis

of approximately 25,000 tweets, they identiied common

problems such as diversity issues, a heavy study load, lack

of social engagement, sleep deprivation, and negative emo-

tions. Building on these indings, they implemented a hy-

brid model combining a Support Vector Machine and Naive

Bayes classiier, to classify tweets related to students' chal-

lenges. The results indicated a reduction in training time

and an improvement in classiication accuracy compared to

using individual Naive Bayes classiier and Support Vector

Machine models.

Another study used twitter posts to analyze emotions. [6]

wrote an article “Emotion and Sentiment Analysis from

Twitter Text”. Online social networks serve as platforms

for individuals to share views, thoughts, and perspectives

using various media. Despite the diverse communication

options, text remains prevalent. This paper focuses on de-

tecting sentiment and emotion in Twitter posts, aiming to

generate recommendations. A dataset was created from

tweets and replies on speciic topics, encompassing text,

user, emotion, and sentiment information. Sentiment and

emotion were analyzed, and user inluence scores were de-

termined. Novel features include incorporating replies, in-

troducing scores for agreement, sentiment, and emotion

in inluence calculations, and generating recommendations

based on users with similar sentiments on speciic topics.

Das R. and Singh T conducted a study titled "Advancing Sen-

timent Analysis of Assamese News Articles Using Lexical

Features" [17]. Their research focuses on employing ma-

chine learning classiiers and lexical features, such as adjec-

tives, for sentiment analysis in Assamese news. The sug-

gested model demonstrates superior performance over the

baseline in F1-score on a standard dataset, thereby improv-

ing sentiment classiication in a low-resource language.

IV. RECENTWORKS

Table 1 highlights the text sentiment analysis has gone

through the recent works keeping in view the features,

methods, and results.
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TABLE 1

RECENTWORKS IN TEXT SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

Authors Emotions/Senti-

ments

Features Method Results

[45] Fear, sad, anger, joy N-grams, smiles,

exclamation mark,

question mark,

curse words,

greeting words,

sentiment polarity

Keyword/Lexicon

with rule-based

Avg. recall: 0.6

-0.7 Avg. precision:

0.6–0.7 Avg. F1:

0.6–0.7

[46] love, joy sadness,

anger, fear, sur-

prised

Words Keyword based

with ontology

Avg. accuracy: 0.8

[47] sadness, happiness,

anger, fear, disgust,

surprise

Words Unsupervised

learning – normal-

ized PMI

Avg. accuracy: 0.68

Avg. recall: 0.72

Avg. precision: 0.92

Perikos and [48] sadness, happiness,

anger, fear, disgust,

surprise

Words Supervised learning

ensemble – Naive

Bayes, maximum

entropy

Avg. accuracy:

0.7–0.8 Avg. pre-

cision: 0.8 Avg.

sensitivity: 0.7–0.8

Avg. speciicity:

0.7–0.8

[49] joy, fear, sadness,

anger – intensities

word, character Supervised learning

– SVM

[50] joy, sadness, fear,

anger

Words Supervised learning Avg. accuracy:

0.8–0.9 Avg. recall:

0.8–0.9 Avg. preci-

sion: 0.9 Avg. F1:

0.8–0.9

[51] joy, sadness, anger,

neutral

Word, character,

NLP feature

Supervised learning

– Logistic regres-

sion, Naive Bayes,

CNN

Avg. accuracy:

0.8–0.9 Avg. recall:

0.8–0.9 Avg. preci-

sion: 0.8–0.9 Avg.

F1: 0.7–0.9

[52] happiness, sadness,

anger, surprise, fear,

disgust

Word, emoticons Hybrid, supervised

learning (SMO, J48),

word scoring

Avg. accuracy:

0.8–0.9

[53] anger, disgust,

fear, joy, sadness,

surprise

Word Deep learning – en-

semble of CNN

Avg. accuracy: 0.6

Avg. F1: 0.5

[54] anger, fear, joy, sad-

ness

word, word embed-

dings

Machine learning

– random forest,

support vector

machine deep

learning – deep

neural network

Avg. F1: 0.3–0.6

Avg. sensitivity:

0.3–0.6 Avg. speci-

icity: 0.7–0.9

[6] anger, disgust,

fear, joy, sadness,

surprise

words (noun, adjec-

tive, verb, adverb)

Supervised learning

– Naive Bayes

Avg. accuracy:

0.1–0.6
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CONT.....

Authors Emotions/Senti-

ments

Features Method Results

[55] anger, fear, joy, sad-

ness

word, emotion lexi-

con score

Deep learning –

CNN

Avg. recall:

0.08–0.7 Avg.

precision: 0.6–0.8

Avg. F1: 0.1–0.7

[56] anger, disgust,

fear, joy, sadness,

surprise

Word Deep learning –

CNN with bidirec-

tional long-short

term memory

(biLSTM)

Best accuracies:

0.5–0.9

[57] anger, fear, joy, sad-

ness

word, character Machine learning

– Naive Bayes,

support vector ma-

chines, multilayer

perceptron deep

learning – CNN

Avg. accuracy: 0.9

Avg. recall: 0.9 Avg.

precision: 1.0 Avg.

F1: 0.9

[58] happy, sadness,

love, fear, anger,

surprise.

N-gram Semi-supervised

learning with SVM

Avg. accuracy: 0.8

[41] anger, disgust, fear,

guilt, joy, shame,

sadness

Word SVM Avg. accuracy:

0.8–0.9

[59] joy, anger, fear, sad-

ness, or neutral

Word Unsupervised

labelling

Avg. accuracy:

0.5-0.8 Avg. F1:

0.5–0.8

[60] anger, afraid, happy,

excited, sadness,

bored, relax

Word CNN Avg. accuracy: 0.9

Avg. recall: 0.9 Avg.

precision: 0.9 Avg.

F1: 0.9

[61] anger, sadness, fear,

joy

Word Supervised ma-

chine learning

Avg. accuracy:

0.6–0.9 Avg. re-

call: 0.6–0.9 Avg.

precision: 0.7–0.9

[12] Text, emoticons TF-IF, Bag of words,

N-gram, emoticon

laxicons

Machine Learning,

Deep Learning

Deep Learning

(LSTM 89% and

CNN 81%) are

better and more

trending than

machine learning

(SVM 78%, Logistic

Regression 78%,

Random Forest

76%, Naive Bayes

52%).
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Fig. 1. Trends in sentiment analysis [13]

CHALLENGES

Text classiication faces the challenge of identifying features for accurate class distinction. In sentiment analysis, it's positive

or negative classes; in emotion detection, it's various emotions. The common approach involves treating each word in the

text as a feature or individual data point. This scheme is known as Bag-of-Words model, which treats each word as an

isolated element [62]. While this approach is straightforward, it has inherent laws and limitations. A standalone word

may not adequately capture the essence of an entire text, as its meaning can vary signiicantly in different contexts [63]. To

enhance information richness and classiication accuracy, it is advisable to incorporate additional text features that convey

the context of the text [64].

Challenges arise in text-related classiication, including issues like text context, ambiguity, sarcasm, and implied semantics.

As mentioned earlier, context plays a crucial role in interpreting words within a given text. To capture the overall informa-

tion, relying solely on single words is insuficient; markers or word pairings that provide context are necessary [65]. Word

ambiguity, often tied to context, is another challenge. Certain words can have multiple meanings based on their pairing or

usage context. For instance, the word "break" in phrases like "break a glass," "take a break," and "break a leg" conveys en-

tirely different meanings and sentiments. Sarcasm poses a particular challenge in speech and text-based tasks, as it often

involves words with meanings opposite to their literal sense. Detecting sarcasm relies on understanding speech tones and

topic context, but in textual form, this requires reliance on other markers. Moreover, determining the genuine emotion and

sentiment of an author becomes intricate when they are implied rather than explicitly expressed. This poses the challenge

of interpreting implied meanings rather than explicit ones. People express opinions and emotions differently, some directly

and others more subtly. Direct expressions are easier to detect using speciic keywords and punctuation. Nonetheless, im-

plicit sentiment or emotion detection poses greater challenges due to the absence of clear sentiment or emotion keywords.

Interpretation necessitates taking into account context, metaphors, and even cultural and social backgrounds, as speech

patterns and word usage can vary signiicantly across individuals.

The diverse and dynamic nature of language gives rise to various challenges. Due to the distinct speech patterns exhibited by

different individuals, devising general rules for categorizing ideas expressed in text becomes a complex undertaking. Conse-

quently, a combination of numerous text features is employed to offer a more comprehensive understanding of the author's

ideas, meaning, emotions, and sentiments. While single words serve as the fundamental feature, additional supporting ele-

ments such as phrases, punctuation, and emoticons, commonly found in informal texts like those on social media, contribute

signiicantly to conveying meaning.

Text classiication faces a challenge related to language usage, speciically, the distinction between formal written text and

socialmedia text. Formal text adheres to establishedgrammar rules, displaying a recognizable patternoften found in articles,

newsletters, reports, and scientiic materials. On the other hand, social media text does not necessarily conform to standard

language patterns and is considered informal. Despite this informality, social media texts are valuable resources due to their

abundance and the prevalence of public opinions and expressions. Platforms like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and Reddit

provides individuals with a platform to openly express feelings and opinions, and harnessing this textual data can assist in

tasks such as sentiment analysis, emotion detection, and identiication of issues like depression and suicide.

It is noteworthy that numerous natural language processing tools, including lexicons and annotators, have been developed

based on the rules and grammar patterns of formal language. Consequently, theymay prove insuficientwhen handling tasks

related to informal text. However, the prevalence of informal text, being more extensively analyzed due to its abundance,

presents a challenge in its own right.

[65] identiied distinctive characteristics of socialmedia text that set it apart from formal text. Firstly, socialmedia texts often

incorporate non-standard word forms, such as abbreviations, acronyms, redundant letter repetition, and misspelled words.

Examples include expressions like "LOL," "looooooooove," "ur," and "wht" [44]. This phenomenon can be attributed to the
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lack of a formal requirement for proofreading in social media posts. Since these posts relect individual musings without

strict adherence to formal language rules, unconventional word forms naturally emerge. Certain platforms even enforce

word count restrictions, indirectly promoting the use of short forms for typing convenience. Additionally, the repetition of

letters may function as a way to express exaggeration and intense emotion [66].

Secondly, social media text diverges from formal text in sentence structure. While formal text usually consists of complete

sentences with proper beginnings and endings, social media text may include fragments, half-constructed sentences, or

rhetorical questions.

Thirdly, social media text exhibits site-related markups, such as hashtags, labels, mentions, and URLs. Hashtags like "de-

pressed" and "love" act as labels, offering insights into the content of the posted text. However, in practical classiication

tasks, these labels are frequently removed, or at the very least, the "" sign is eliminated as it provides limited information

[47]. Mentions or tagging of other users using the "" symbol is another aspect of social media text that doesn't contribute to

the task's knowledge and is usually excluded.

V. CONCLUSION

In the pursuit of understanding and extracting insights from the ever-expanding realm of textual data, this research has

journeyed beyond the conines of traditional sentiment analysis, unraveling a landscape richwith challenges and innovative

approaches in text mining. The exploration of trends beyond sentiment analysis has illuminated the multifaceted nature of

language and the evolving demands placed upon text mining methodologies.

Through a critical examination of the challenges, it becomes evident that the intricacies of context, sarcasm, and ambiguity

pose formidable obstacles to the accuracy and depth of sentiment analysis. The acknowledgment of these challenges serves

as a catalyst for the development and adoption of modern approaches that transcend sentiment analysis, ensuring a more

nuanced and comprehensive understanding of textual data.

The study's survey of contemporary methodologies, including topic modeling, named entity recognition, and deep learning

techniques, underscores the dynamism within the ield of text mining. These approaches demonstrate a capacity to unveil

layers of meaning that extend beyond the polarities captured by sentiment analysis alone. Moreover, the integration of

domain-speciic knowledge and linguistic resources emerges as a pivotal strategy for enhancing the precision and relevance

of text mining outcomes.

As we conclude this exploration into the trends beyond sentiment analysis in text mining, it is evident that the ield is poised

for continual evolution. The synthesis of insights from this research contributes to a holistic understanding, providing guid-

ance for researchers, practitioners, and industry professionals navigating the intricate landscape of textual data. By foster-

ing innovation, embracing modern methodologies, and adhering to ethical considerations, the future of text mining holds

promise for uncovering deeper layers of meaning and knowledge within the vast tapestry of human language.
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